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RESOURCES FROM THIS SESSION

● Review our Slides: Orientation to Teaching
● Find the right technology: Welcome, Instructors! DIT site
● Learn More: August Workshops
● Read Undergraduate Studies: Catalog 2021-2022
● Read Undergraduate Studies: Course Related Policies
● Plan Your Alternative Assessment Strategies - Avoid Stress Mountain
● Read More: Fearless Teaching Framework

ADDITIONAL HELPFUL LINKS

Keep Teaching Site

Check out the Keep Teaching site for resources on teaching and learning online including this list of recorded webinars on a variety of topics such as The Basics of ELMS-Canvas, Quickstart to Teaching Online, & Teaching and Learning in Times of Social Unrest.

Teaching & Learning Transformation Center (TLTC) Resources

These TLTC guides offer support on getting started teaching, improving your teaching, teaching with technology, and discussing sensitive topics.

Graduate Student Teaching Orientation

This self-paced guide is designed to provide links to various resources related to common situations faced by graduate student TAs and instructors of record. The sections are organized based on questions so you can find the resources most relevant to you. You can watch videos or review websites based on your individual needs.